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 Hingham Public Schools Summer Reading  

Students Entering Grade 7 
Summer 2022 

Instructions:   

● All students entering grade 7 at Hingham Middle School are required to read the book Count Me In by Varsha 

Bajaj and one additional selection from the list of choices.  

● Please complete this note-taking template for Count Me In and turn it in to your ELA teacher by 

Friday, September 9, 2022. (Note-taking on your choice text is optional.) 

All-School Read 

Author Title Synopsis  
 

Varsha 

Bajaj 

 

Count Me In 

 

 

Required for all 

students 6-8 
 

Karina Chopra would have never imagined becoming friends with the boy 

next door--after all, they've avoided each other for years and she assumes 

Chris is just like the boys he hangs out with, who she labels a pack of hyenas. 

Then Karina's grandfather starts tutoring Chris, and she discovers he's 

actually a nice, funny kid. But one afternoon something unimaginable 

happens--the three of them are assaulted by a stranger who targets Indian-

American Karina and her grandfather because of how they look. Her 

grandfather is gravely injured and Karina and Chris vow not to let hate win. 

When Karina posts a few photos related to the attack on social media, they 

quickly attract attention, and before long her #CountMeIn post goes viral and 

a diverse population begin to add their own photos. Then, when Papa is 

finally on the road to recovery, Karina uses her newfound social media reach 

to celebrate both his homecoming and a community coming together. 
Amazon.com product description 

Grade 7 Choices (Select 1) 
J.M. 

Bedell 
Finding Courage… Finding Courage: History's Young Heroes and Their Amazing Deeds tells the 

stories of twenty-seven real kids from different countries who wanted to change 

the world and because of their heroic deeds, made a difference. This empowering 

collection of biographies will inspire kids everywhere to see the world in a new 

way.  Amazon.com  
Sharon 

Creech 
Heartbeat Twelve-year-old Annie loves to run. When she’s running, she can hear her 

heartbeat, a rhythm that makes sense when everything else is shifting. Her 

mother is pregnant, her grandfather forgetful, and her best friend, Max, always 

moody. Everything changes over time, just like the apple she’s been drawing. 

But as she watches and listens, Annie begins to understand the many rhythms of 

life and how she fits within them. Amazon.com 

Enrique 

Flores-

Galbis 

90 Miles from 

Havana 

Julian presents a child’s view of the Cuban Revolution and life in the 

overcrowded camps where children of the Pedro Pan airlift landed. Julian must 

decide how he is to deal with Caballo, the bully. Will he model his response on 

the events he witnessed during the Cuban Revolution, or do it the new 

democratic way, as Dolores the camp cook recommends? Amazon.com review 

Cornelia 

Funke 

The Thief Lord Prosper and Bo are orphans on the run from their cruel aunt and uncle.  The brothers 

decide to hide out in Venice, where they meet a mysterious character who calls 

himself the "Thief Lord."  Prosper and Bo relish being part of this colorful new 

family.  But the Thief Lord has secrets of his own.  And soon the boys are thrust into 

circumstances that will lead them, and readers, to a fantastic, spellbinding 

conclusion.  Amazon.com 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/18rGKp1sHNe3h-Y4037-pac9PBE9pzW3vUuq1Pzu38Zk/copy
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Author Title Synopsis  
Suzanne 

Jurmain 

The Secret of the 

Yellow Death 

Here is the true story of how four Americans and one Cuban tracked down a killer, 

one of the world's most vicious plagues: yellow fever. Set in fever-stricken Cuba, this 

book allows the reader to feel the heavy air, smell the stench of disease, hears the 

whine of mosquitoes biting human volunteers during the surreal experiments. 

Exploring themes of courage, cooperation, and the ethics of human experimentation, 

this gripping account is ultimately a story of the triumph of science. Amazon.com 

Mike 

Lupica 
Travel Team No one plays basketball with more heart or court sense than twelve-year-old Danny 

Walker.  But none of that matters when he is cut from his local travel team, the very 

same team his father led to national prominence as a boy. Danny's father knows Danny 

isn't the only kid who was cut for the wrong reason, and together he and a bunch of 

never-say-die kids prove that the heart simply cannot be measured. Amazon.com  

Gary 

Paulsen  
Guts Paulsen offers this collection of wilderness survival/hunting essays that concentrates 

on drawing parallels between his own life and the fictional adventures of Brian 

Robeson in Hatchet and its sequels. Readers find out about moose attacks and plane 

crashes and attempts at eating raw turtle eggs. This title is a must for fans of the "Brian" 

adventures. It's also an excellent book to place in the hands of young readers interested 

in hunting. from Booklist 

Jackie 

Robinson 

I Never Had it 

Made 

Before Reggie Jackson, before Hank Aaron, baseball's stars had one undeniable trait 

in common: they were all white. In 1947, Jackie Robinson broke that barrier, striking 

a crucial blow for racial equality and changing the world of sports forever. I Never 

Had It Made is Robinson's own candid, hard-hitting account of what it took to become 

the first black man in history to play in the major leagues.Amazon.com  

Holly 

Goldberg 

Sloan 

Counting By 

Sevens 
Willow Chance, a twelve-year-old genius, is obsessed with nature, diagnosing medical 

conditions, and finds it comforting to count by 7s. It has never been easy for her to 

connect with anyone other than her adoptive parents, but Willow’s world is tragically 

changed when they both die in a car crash, leaving her alone in a baffling world. This 

odd but endearing girl manages to push through her grief, eventually finding a diverse 

and fully believable surrogate family. Goodreads 

Christine 

Soontor 

All Thirteen: The 

Incredible Cave 

Rescue of the 

Thai Boys’ Soccer 

Team 

In 2018, 12 young players of the Wild Boars soccer team and their coach enter a cave 

in northern Thailand seeking an afternoon’s adventure. But when they turn to leave, 

rising floodwaters block their path out. News of the missing team spreads, launching 

a seventeen-day rescue operation involving thousands of rescuers from around the 

globe. As the world sits vigil, people begin to wonder: how long can a group of 

ordinary kids survive in complete darkness, with no food or clean water? This book 

documents both the complex engineering operation above ground and the mental 

struggles of the thirteen young people below proved critical in the life-or-death 

mission. Amazon.com  

Jerry 

Spinelli 
Space Station 

Seventh Grade 
Jason Herkimer is trying desperately to survive the social scene of junior high 

school.  The ninth graders torture him, and the girl he admires is unattainable.  But 

Jason grows up quickly, especially when a friend’s brother is killed and Jason feels 

responsible. The Reading Corner 

Trenton 

Stewart 
The Mysterious 

Benedict Society 
ARE YOU A GIFTED CHILD LOOKING FOR SPECIAL OPPORTUNITIES? 

Dozens of children respond to this peculiar ad and are then put through a series of 

mind-bending tests. Only four children succeed. Their challenge: to go on a secret 

mission that only the most intelligent and inventive children could complete. To 

accomplish it they go undercover at the Learning Institute for the Very Enlightened, 

where the only rule is that there are no rules. Amazon.com  

J.R.R. 

Tolkien 
The Hobbit According to J.R.R. Tolkien, “If you care for journeys there and back, out of the 

comfortable Western world, over the edge of the Wild, and home again, and can take 

an interest in a humble hero, here is a record of such a journey and such a traveler.” 

The period is the ancient time between the age of Faerie and the dominion of men, 

when the forest of Mirkwood was still standing, and the mountains were full of danger. 

In following the path of this humble adventurer, you will learn much about trolls, 

goblins, dwarves, and elves… Amazon.com  
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